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The Greens have declared a major victory against the development of new coal and gas
projects in Australia after securing a deal to add a “hard cap” on emissions, as well as a
pollution trigger to Labor’s proposed Safeguard Mechanism amendments.

In separate statements on Monday, federal energy minister Chris Bowen and Greens leader

Adam Bandt con�rmed the two parties had come to an agreement on a number of signi�cant
changes to the proposed Safeguard Mechanism, that the Greens say will put Beetaloo and 116
new coal and gas projects “on the ropes.”

The deal breaks the political deadlock on Labor’s proposed reboot of the Safeguard

Mechanism, clearing the way for a further amended Bill to make its way through Parliament
and be put in place come July.

The raft of additional reforms agreed to by the two parties – 13 of them, according to a brief
from the Greens – include a “hard cap or ceiling” on actual or absolute emissions, which won’t

be able to exceed current pollution levels and will decrease over time.

According to Bandt, this means that pollution Australia’s biggest emitters will now go down
and not up, as it was set to under Labor.

“[This means] real pollution must actually come down and the coal and gas corporations can’t

buy their way out of the cap with offsets,” the Greens leader said on Monday. “This puts a limit
on coal and gas expansion in Australia.”
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To that end, the agreed reforms to Safeguard would also include a pollution trigger, that will
require Bowen to test a new or expanded project’s impact on the hard cap and net carbon

Budgets.

In short, says Bandt, this means that, “for the �rst time in history” new projects must be
assessed for their impact on climate pollution and can be stopped if they are projected to
breach the pollution cap.

In other words, he adds, “Every new coal and gas project that gets approved from here on in is
Labor’s direct responsibility.”

Another key reform will see expansions to existing gas supply projects treated as new facilities
and therefore given a net zero baseline for the CO2 in the new �elds.

More speci�cally, in the case of the massive and controversial Beetaloo Basin fracking project
in the Northern Territory, the parties have agreed that all new entrants in the basin will have to
have net zero scope 1 emissions from day one. ()
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Greens spokesperson for resources, Darinda cox, says these reforms mean that both Beetaloo
and the Barossa gas project off the coast of Darwin have effectively been “derailed.”

“There are serious questions raised about whether these climate bombs will be �nancially
viable now, raising a red �ag to investors pouring money into these projects,” Cox said on
Monday.

How Labor will spin this element of the Safeguard Mechanism deal to the fossil fuel lobby

remains to be seen.

But in a media release Bowen said the “overdue, sensible reforms” would ensure Australia’s
largest emitters were competitive in a decarbonising global economy and made a fair
contribution to the national emissions reductions task.

“Today, we are a step closer to achieving net zero by 2050,” the minister said.

“We thank those across the Parliament who continue to approach this legislation in a
constructive way to ensure accountability, transparency and integrity for the scheme, and
ensure �exibility and support for industry.

“These reforms are the culmination of months of extensive feedback from Safeguard
businesses, industry associations, climate and community groups, academics and private
individuals.

“Business and climate groups have been clear that the Parliament should pass the

strengthened legislation in front of it and deliver overdue policy certainty.”

Bowen says the government will �nalise the further amended Safeguard Rules next month,
keeping the scheme on track to be in operation by the start of July, 2023.
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The reaction…

The deal seems even to have passed muster – sort of – with one of the most harsh critics of
Labor’s treatment of the Safeguards Mechanism, The Australia Institute.

TAI says that while the reformed mechanism “still falls short” of the ban on new coal and gas

that the science requires, “for the �rst time there will be a limit on gas and coal expansion in
Australia.”

“The new hard cap on pollution will force hard choices about whether to use Australia’s new
emissions budget on new coal and gas projects, or for re�ning critical minerals like lithium as

the world moves towards a clean economy,” TAI says.

The Climate Council says it welcomes the “historic agreement” between Labor and the
Greens, on what will be the �rst legislation in a decade that will regulate climate pollution.

Climate Council head of advocacy, Jennifer Rayner, also welcomes the anticipated shift in

focus away from the Safeguard Mechanism and on to improving other national climate
policies.

“The Safeguard Mechanism is just one weapon in the war to drive down Australia’s emissions.
We need to throw the whole arsenal at tackling harmful climate change,” Rayner says.

“As a priority, Australia needs strong environmental laws that properly consider climate
impacts, an end to fossil fuel �nancing and public subsidies, much tighter limits on offsetting to
ensure we are achieving genuine and steep emissions reductions.”
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Thank dog for the Greens holding their line against the radical ALP.
The ALP has to be dragged kicking and screaming to start doing what is right. There is no justi�cation
to open new coal and gas, emissions must reduce and not merely be bought away.

Perhaps PM Albanese and Minister Bowen read Ross Gittins piece in today's SMH Newspaper to reach
today's agreement on Safegaurds Mechanism. I've brought it across for all to read -

'Albanese is just pretending to be tough on emissions'
Comment
Ross Gittins

"Labor talks the talk, but doesn’t walk the walk. Last week’s ‘‘�nal warning’’ from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change – and the Albanese government’s refusal to be moved by it – should be a
gamechanger in our assessment of Labor’s willingness to do what must be done
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gamechanger in our assessment of Labor s willingness to do what must be done.

The IPCC’s message – driven home by UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres – was that we’re almost
out of time to avoid much of the worst climate change. Whatever plans we had to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, we must step them up, and speed them up.
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